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Why?
The need for synthetic datasets that “look like” realistic cases is clear in many ﬁelds of
science and engineering.
For instance:
Hospitals and companies may want to share their data, but they cannot due to
privacy issues
Sometimes methods need more data than the ones available
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A solution of this is generating synthetic data that looks similar.
This is especially important for health records since the privacy is important.
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In recent years, machine learning research on generative models has been boosted
by the success of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). However, they have
some problems:
Hyper-parametrization
Poor interpretation
Collapse mode

What?
We developed a model-based approach that assumes data to be generated by a
certain latent variable model – precisely, a Naive Bayes model with binary features –
which is learned using the method of moments in [1] used to cluster patients with
similar clinical proﬁles; here, we leverage on the generative nature of the considered
Naive Bayes model, using it to sample
realistic synthetic data. The avantatges:
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It is faster to set up and run than Gans as there is only one parameter to tune (the
number of clusters)
Ideally generates not only realistic instances but populations.
Easy to interpret

Test by similarity of the population: Mean Maximum Discrepancy [3]

.

Conclusions and future work

How?

Let's assume we have two populations, the blue one and the orange
one. The blue distribution generates the blue population and the
orange distribution generates the orange population, note that they
have opposite signs. Then, we subtract the orange distribution to
the blue one. This difference is represented by the green
distribution. How hard is for the green distribution to generate both
populations give us an intuition of the MMD value.

Background
Let assume a data st D from by N rows or intances (patients) and d columns or
features (diagnostics).
We also assume that the model is generated by a Naive Bayes model. It has:

In the ﬁrst ﬁgure, both populations are similar, so, distributions are
annulled. Then, the probability for the green distribution will be
low.
In the second ﬁgure, populations are distant. Then, the green
distribution is positive where there are blue dots and negative
where there are orange dots. So, the MMD value would be high.
Finally, we see a collapse mode scenario. If one, for instance, the
blue population is concentrated in a place, the green distribution
will have that sign. So, it will easily generate instances for that
distribution but it would not generate dots for the other
distribution.

A latent (non observable) variable Y from a discrete distribution. The true clinical
status
A vector X = (X1 .. Xd) of binary observable varibles. The variables X1,...,Xd are
conditionally independent given Y.
We can think about them as the real manifestation of the patient status given her/his
real clinical status.

DataSets
We will consider two datasets.
One will be MIMIC III [2] a publicly available dataset containing medical data from
the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center regarding the years between 2001 and
2012.
The second dataset was provided by Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau in
Barcelona1.
In particular, we will focus on the diagnostic ICD9 records, a sub-dataset whose rows
represent the visits of patients to the hospital, and the columns contain the codes of
the diagnostics annotated by the doctors (1 if so, 0 if not).

As can be seen, MedGan performs better than the baseline in the usual metrics,
but its MMD is actually quite worse than the baseline; we attribute this to the
effect of the mode collapse. Our method performs better than both even if using
only 5 latent values (clusters), and gets remarkably low MMD even then. Values
improve noticeably up to 100 clusters.
Table 2 shows the results for the second dataset. Again, MedGan does far worse
than the baseline in MMD, our method is better on all measures at 10 clusters,
and remarkably good at 100 clusters. Another aspect to remark is computation
time. The experiments with MedGan while our method with k = 10 clusters takes
a few minutes. For k = 100 the times are in the same order, but one should take
into account that MedGan is using the GPU while our method does not.
Furthermore, experiments for MedGan have to repeated for a much larger set of
hyperparameter value if one wants to be reasonably sure
that “good” values have been found.

Results
For each data set, we generated synthetic data using MedGan [4] (a GAN approach), a baseline
(generation of patients only using the frequencies of each diagnosis) and our method with a
different number of clusters. Then, for each synthetic sample, we computed the MMD, the lower the
better, and the accuracy, recall, precision and speciﬁcity of the Random Forest predictor. Unlike
most ML papers, worse predictor performance is better for our purposes (harder to identify
synthetic datasets). The code for generating the results for Mimic is in
https://github.com/LauAvinyo/tensorGen.

Our method has proven to outperform the GAN-basedMedGan on two patient
datasets, achieving remarkably low values of MMD and being much harder to
distinguish from the real dataset. Besides experimenting on other datasets, future
work could include
Investigate in more depth whether the difference in performance of the tested
method can be attributed to mode
collapse events.
Parallelizing our method to take advantage of GPU.
At the theoretical level, investigating whether hard privacy claims can be made
about the result of our method, for example in the framework of differential
privacy
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